Satanic Souls Have Been Cursed, And We're Fixing This
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I didn't want to get into the details of this before to not cause non-necessary panic as many
people not only have picked up on this on their own (the older ones and the more advanced
ones), anyway, but many people have lived this reality.
We, or let's say, our group, and us personally, we have been cursed over and over again by the
enemy. As you can imagine this has went back and forth. However due to the rise of
Retardianity and BaboonIQanity or Christianity, and Pisslam namely, their energies have been
very rampant. But this is the case no more.
You open the jewbooks and you see most curses are directed to us personally, or rather, the
branches of existence that we and the Gods represent. These curses are not only based on
category but they are based on who we are at the very core. When the enemy curses idolaters
to die, it's souls that get punished for it, and this, depending on the power of such souls, can
manifest more or less strongly on them.
Personal karmic flaws aside (aka, some people are goddamn lazy and they do not put effort to
get out of their rut, that's a human weakness) there is a large percent of curses that try to
prevent you from all sorts of things. These curses may be personal or social. Now with the latest
RTR you will drastically see many of these going away. This is why many people have related
they were really elevated and felt a lot of relief by the RTR's. Not only the astral is turned into a
disgusting toilet by the jews, but the same goes for their thousand year old excretion of
"Abrahamic Religions" on Gentiles.
As far as personal matters are concerned here, they have fought 'you' personally. Many of you
have felt this also. We are not like normal people, the lives of normal people can go way better
with a minimal amount of effort because they do not have many enemies. For us life mastery
comes after we put roots in our spiritual ground and start growing power, simply because, we
have been attacked to never do this.
The enemy is also very aware the future of this world depends on all of you here, or rather, our
Soul group, which is essentially linked with all the soul groups that the enemy expresses they
want exterminated in every torah page. Obviously, they have failed.
With the amount of useless goyim populating this planet and praying to these egregores with
the rise of the jewish powers after the 1950's where people have had children brainlessly to the
point the planet is being eaten up (the amounts of many of these have quadrupled since, and
billions and billions have been fully deceived on top of everything else), the enemy curses
became more impactful. Ironically, these people not only cursed themselves, and us, but the
planet and the world. Yet these effects are also on a personal level.
It's unlikely that serious Satanists are souls that simply came out of nowhere, and you know this
too about yourself. I have seen Satan's markings in many astrological charts, personalities here,
and over and over again. You're Satan's creations and we are related to the Gods in spirit, and
the majority here will have a conscious remembrance of the friendship with the Gods. We rise

and fall together with them, because we share many things with them let alone our past, and out
future.
This bond can manifest itself as respect to them, interest in them, a dislike to the hebrew
programs way above the ordinary, and so forth. This bond also can't break due to brainwashing
and even if the enemy tries to postpone the realization of a Satanist to their true nature, it will
only come at them at some later point in their life. We have people who have dedicated on the
age of 70 or further. They have been Satanic souls all along but their life circumstances
(censorship, many long hours of work, peers and family pressures) did not allow them to wake
up.
Lastly the final RTR given will reverse all of the above and bring peace, personal benefits, and
many other things and blessings to everyone doing this, plus cause total disability to the enemy.
It is part of meditation duty to be honest at this point to do this everyday and get rid of all these
alien assaults on your soul which came from the enemy. In due time, these will also help uplift
society and everything else.
Everyone has every right to believe in their ancestral Gods, advance, and improve in existence.
The enemy took these away to make people suffer. The enemy has heaped an enormous
amount of pain, disability, and disgusting energy onto this world, unmindful, and also only for
their own personal benefit. Everyone else was forced to succumb into their hebrew bullshit and
feel suffocated everyday of their life and be killed for this.
Me and also obviously the Gods and others have felt a lot of disdain and sadness for this
situation. We are now going to work to fix this and reverse this. We will be successful by our
common effort here.
The suffering so many people, and so many generations have underwent because of enemy
curses, spread ignorance, stealing and subversion of countries and knowledge, is untold.
Humanity has only had suffering in the most part with any joy being very scarce on the surface
of the planet.
The latest RTR will fix personal problems that result from these curses for those doing it, not
only worldly problems.
You will see the true meaning of how peaceful and decent a world without the enemy is, both
inside and outside of yourself as this advancement is being undertaken more and more.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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